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COVID-19

Coronavirus Response Series
A presentation by
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i4cp’s Chief Diversity Officer Board

June 2, 2020
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WE’RE LISTENING TO:
“Freedom”  Beyoncé and Kendrick Lamar

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

“Only a crisis - actual or perceived –
produces real change. When that
crisis occurs, the actions that are
taken depend on the ideas that
are lying around. That, I believe,
is our basic function: to develop
alternatives to existing policies, to
keep them alive and available until
the politically impossible becomes
the politically inevitable.”
― Milton Friedman

Virtual Meeting Reminders
• Please temporarily UNMUTE your lines to talk – we want to hear your
reactions, questions, and ideas
• Introduce yourself – Please state your name, role, and organization before
offering your comments

• Turn on your video – Video reinforces engagement and personal connection
(but no obligation if you’re experiencing video fatigue)
• Note that the call will be recorded and posted to i4cp.com
• Speak from YOUR personal experience and your organization’s actions

To Unmute…
…Click Here

Pressing the space bar down
will temporarily unmute you
until you release it.

i4cp.com/coronavirus
Employer Resource Center
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curated resources for employers
Company next practices
Functional discussion forums
Call take-aways
Survey results and analysis
Relevant articles and research
Call recordings and schedules
Look for new survey notifications.
All respondents receive aggregated results.

Corporate Response to Social Unrest
Pulse Survey: https://bit.ly/3eFYEoM

COVID-19
Community
Insights for CDOs

Draw on i4cp’s community
of practitioners to help
you stay abreast of I&D
management challenges
during the pandemic.
Every Tuesday at 1 PM EST
from March 17 – June 30
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Chair of i4cp’s CDO Board and
Global Head of Talent, Diversity,
and Inclusion, William Blair

VP, Membership and Executive
Sponsor, i4cp’s CDO Board

Managing Director,
Communities & Partnerships

Carol Morrison

Eric Davis

Senior Research Analyst
and Writer

Creative Director & Senior Editor,
Lead researcher for i4cp’s CDO Board

Agenda
Discussion:

Your feedback sets our agenda,
so please contribute your
questions and ideas!

• How are organizations responding to the
racial tension in our firms, organizations,
and communities?

• What are organizations doing to support

COVID-19

Community
Insights for CDOs

employees and our communities?

• What else can we do to impact real change?
Chime in at any time with questions
or ask them in the chat room!

Instant Poll:
Has your organization been impacted by the
social unrest caused by escalating tensions
following the death of George Floyd?
a) Yes, damage to property or business continuity
b) Yes, additional stress and productivity drains on
concerned employees
c) Yes, for cultural reasons our organization is obliged
to address the issue and take a stand
d) No, we do not get involved in social/political issues
e) We offer employee support as needed, but have
experienced no other business disruption
f) Don’t know
g) Other

Instant Poll:
Does your organization utilize a formal rapid
response team to address social and
political events?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Yes, and I&D is represented
Yes, but the makeup of the team varies
Yes, we have guidelines and loose structure
No, we respond as needed, but efforts are ad hoc
No, but we want to build the capacity
No, we do not get involved with events that don’t
impact our business continuity or bottom line
g) Don’t know
h) Other

Instant Poll:
Has your organization made community
outreach and support part of its pandemic
and/or social unrest response plan?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Yes, through donations and giving
Yes, by sharing services and/or physical resources
Yes, by sharing personnel and expertise
Yes, other
Yes, but it has been ad hoc by business location
No, but we are looking into it
No
Don’t know
Other

NEW i4cp Research

Next Practices in Holistic Well-Being:
The Performance Advantage
Download the latest i4cp research FREE at
i4cp.com/coronavirus or go.i4cp.com/wellbeing
Supplemental case studies and tools
available to i4cp members only.

i4cp.com/coronavirus
Employer Resource Center
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curated resources for employers
Company next practices
Functional discussion forums
Call take-aways
Survey results and analysis
Relevant articles and research
Call recordings and schedules
Look for new survey notifications.
All respondents receive aggregated results.

Corporate Response to Social Unrest
Pulse Survey: https://bit.ly/3eFYEoM
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th
9

Christopher Rowland
Global Diversity Officer
for ManpowerGroup

Guest:
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th
16

Susan Schmidlkofer
Global Director of Diversity
and Inclusion at UPS
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Jacqui Robertson
Chair of i4cp’s CDO Board and Global Head of
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JRobertson@williamblair.com
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Eric Davis

Thank You
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